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Abstract

World Health Organization supported pharmacists in international context and recommended one pharmacist per 2000 population and per 50 
beds worldwide. Relationship between physician, nurse and pharmacist existed in triangle and every angle of triangle has their own 
importance if any of angles is deficient the health team will incomplete. Paradigm shift in pharmacy practice from mercantile products oriented 
practice to patient oriented. In Pakistan this is not up to the required level and this indicator is not followed up to the marked to improve the 
health care team triangle ultimately provide rational drug therapy to the patient. That’s why we can called as fragile health team triangle. The 
current article through light on current scenario on scope of pharmacists in Pakistan and the main aim of this study is to synergize, facilitate 
and hire these specialists in order to stabilize the health care team triangle.
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Introduction
Pharmacists are the hearts of health care team and key members

of triangle as recommended by World Health Organization one
pharmacist per two thousand population and one pharmacist per 50
bed [1,2]. In a similar way WHO and Pharmaceutical Federation
documented role of pharmacist in health care team and concept of 7
star pharmacist includes manager, decision maker, teacher, lifelong
learner, leader, communicator and caregiver as well as researcher
[3-5]. In context of World Health Organization the number of
pharmacists should be up to that level in order to improve the health
status of the patients. The number of pharmacists not of that level in
Pakistan to improve the overall health status of the patients and to
complete the health care triangle [6]. In the context of World Health
Organization that in hospital for 50 beds one pharmacist is
mandatory but unfortunately in Pakistan for 1,200 beds there is only
one pharmacist. Gulf news reported 95% pharmacies in Pakistan are
running in the absence of pharmacists [7]. In a similar way in
Malaysia shortage of pharmacists where one pharmacist per 6207
peoples that is not according to the WHO standard, while in India
this ratio is good. In a similar way in Ghana this ratio is also far away
from the WHO indicator and one pharmacist for 4684.9 peoples. In
United Arab Emirates the number of pharmacist were 1200
documented by WHO in 2002 in which (0.8:2000) between
pharmacist and peoples this ratio shows slight deviation from WHO
recommended range [8]. In Kingdom Saudi Arabia the rate of
pharmacists per 10000 peoples were 7.23 that is 2000 has been
reached to the marked level in order to matched with WHO
recommended range [9].

In 2009 study conducted in Pakistan where total number of
pharmacists were 8102 in which 2836 involved in government
sectors and 5023 in private sectors, in percent 50%-55%
pharmacists upon graduation are going to pharmaceutical industries
and only 25% worked in hospital and community pharmacies rest of
25%, 15% involved in drug control level and legal issues and only
5% in research and teaching, this discouraged the pharmacists lack
of high proportion in patient oriented practice that’s why 95%
pharmacist leaving their homeland upon graduation and stabilizing
the health care team of other countries [10].

Description
The World Health Organization guidelines and indicators utilized

in this study role of pharmacist in healthcare system by WHO in New
Delhi 1988 and in Tokyo Japan 1993, World Health Statistics 2014,
Indicator Compendium WHO. This lack of involvement of
pharmacists in Pakistan in health care system is considered as
fragile health care triangle (Figure 1) [11].

Figure 1. Fragile health care team triangle of Pakistan.
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Fragile health care team triangle is unable to provide successful
health therapy to the patients [12-14]. The study showed that one
pharmacists in Malaysia for are 6207 peoples that is extensively far
from recommended limit of the World Health Organization, similar
studies conducted in Ghana where also shortage of pharmacists and
for 4684.9 peoples only one pharmacist that is also far behind the
range of WHO, in UAE 0.8 pharmacist for 2000 peoples while in KSA
number of pharmacists are under the rules of World Health
Organization standard and one pharmacist can provide drug therapy
to 1,383 patients in a similar way Pakistan is extensively far from the
WHO recommended range in the number of pharmacists for
recommended population that’s why the health care team as
considered as fragile health care team triangle [15-17].

Conclusion
Pharmacists are the hearts of the health care team, the criteria of

WHO is broader recommended for pharmacists. Nowadays paradigm
shift in world of pharmacy from mercantile practice into
pharmaceutical care, Pakistani pharmacists feeling very low status
regarding jobs opportunities and liaison with other health care. The
pharmacists have lack of interactions with other health professionals
and patients due to lack of attached hospitals with institutions. The
internship duration should be increased from six months into one
year with stipend in order to stabilize the health care team. The
United Kingdom is considered as the indicator and standard
because of their quick response where in 2003 dependent
prescribing by pharmacists introduced in 2005 converts into limited
practice and 2006 independent prescribing initiated and one is
Pakistani system indeed of 7 years the curriculum is on own old
position.
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